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TUE CENTER NlISSH /N STATEMENT

'File Center for Vocational Education's mission is to increase
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Developing educational prograras and products

Evaluating individual program needs and outeinnes
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Lifelong Education
Into the Nation's Thiri Century

William F.

The education process long ago burst the seams of the
school building designei specifically for giving and receiving
knowledge. One's education may be centered in the school, but
incredible amounts of education and learning take place in other
settings as wellon a job, in a community program, and through
independent efforts via various media forms. My own thinking
in this regard was guided by three definitions recently developed
by the International Council for Educational Development.
These definitions contribute to my feeling that the "Work to
School" theme of this Second Career Education National Forum
is too restrict:ve. ICED defined informal, formal and non-formal
education in the following ways./

Informal education . . is the lifelong proce&s by which
every person acquires and accumulates knowledge,
skills, attitudes and insights from daily experiences and
exposure to the environmentat home, at work, at play;
from the example and attitudes of family and friends;
from travel, reading newspapers and books; or by listen-
ing to the radio or viewing films or television. Generally,
informal education is unorganized and often unsystematic;
yet it accounts for the great bulk of any person's total life-
time learningincluding that of even a highly "schooled"
person.

1
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P(Irnial education . is. of course, the highly institution-alized chronologically graded and hierarchically structured"eduiation system spanning lower primary school and theupper reaches of the university.

Non-formal education . . . is any organized, systematic,
educational activity carried on outside the framework ofthe formal system tu provide selected types of learning toparticular subgroups Jn the population, adults as well aschildren. Thus defined, non-formal educatien included, foiexample. agricultuial extension and farmer training pro-grams, adult literacy programs, occupatiuml skin taininggiven outside the formal system, Youth club; with substan-

eeucational purposes. and various cumin thity programso inAluction in health, nutrition, family plal.!*-ig, coop-eratives, and the like.

Given these definitions for the individual who views learningas a 'onitinuous process, and who is dedicated to the value of infor-mal and non-formal, as well as formal continuing edu.'ation, havingeducat ii at and learning restricted to any onv setting is not onlyridiculous but oiwrat tonally impossible.

The various aspects of career education are designed, whenreduced to their simplist terms, to optimize each individual's abilitytu function in our society. I noted with interest, however, thatmost of the topis discussed at The Second Career EducationNational Forum were related to activities which typically take placewithin y-2condaly or post-secondary institutions. Far too manyof us have failed to worry about or even consider the contributionthat career education should make to the thought process, atti-tudes, and the behavioral patterns of adults after they leave theformal educational sstem. Willard Wirtz,' his book TheBotimih'ss Resource presents a possible e,...planation. lie says:

2
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The place to start to wat.:! n..orc lye mter-
reloting of edu: at T1 am work reiY.a.ns at that critical
passage through win, h young people move from school
to jobs. "I"-.is is not where the real roots of the difficultv
he. But it is here that the 4ap between the two worlds
is now most ( leanly perceived. It is here that the prob-
lems surface in a way they can be dealt with. And it is
here that j ocesses can be most readily designed that,
while meeting immediate needs, are of a nature to per-
mit later application to the deeper causes and longer-
range prospects. It is at the youth passage that we have
had ,he most insaitutittnal experience, and it will be
out of this experience. rot 'ler than from any brooder

that more (omprehensive prog:ams will take
shape.

e( :wise ha%e developed a front lo:aled education system we
11!et,:, to have lost sight Of the residual effect of educa:.ion. We've
apparently made the assumption that if wi do certain tliings to
childien. adulthood will take care of itself. I think we need to
chollewe that assumption. .X.s a matter of fact. I believe that
most educators stilt think of the educational pro( ess as finite.
and learners think of schools as something they have to "get
through. We've all heard such staterm,nts 'is: "When I get
through school I'm going to .. or "Where do you plan to live
when you p,f>t through school?" or "Hoy, I can't wait to gel through
school so I can go to work. Wirtz,.1 again in The boundless
nc,:ourre, says we've categorized life into three stages and assigned
ertain fum:tions to each stage. "Youth for education, adulthood

for work, old age for retirement. Ile then suggests that as a result
this type if mind set "any seventeen-year-old c,ot in school is

o dropout, any healthy forty-year-r:d not at work a laggard, any
seventy-year old still at work an anomaly.-

3
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It ,:s though people thought that the body of knowli_f,,ge
11,,!.'c to the learner is so small that when one "got through"

elerlentary school, high school and college they had acquired,
di iw.(.nts and purposes, the majority of the available knowl-

wn to man. hat never was true, and it is trite t. even
con,i,lcr such an approach in todav's world. When we complete
any lo.el of schooling today we can be characterized as having
re,!:1 the fly leaf man's book of knowledge. And unless we're
content vith a society which goes through life only reading the
dust covers and never the books, we will have to continue to be
learners throughout our lifetime, not only to strive to become as
fully knowledgeable as possible, but also. to be able to cope with
the world a.s it changes oround us. Young and old alike must not .only learn to adjust (o all types of changes, hut, more importantly,
to look ahead and t aiNe memures (o control what is happening.

I dt m)t need to dwell on the consequences of failure to
adjust to and to control for change. Nor is it difficult to pre-
dict the magnitude of such changes. Just consider these state-
mews, selected at random from such weighty predictive docu-
ments os lime, 1..S News and World Report and Newsweek.

The gasoline «nnhustion engine has enabled presmt-day
nL:n to transport more goods, harvest more crops and
travel further and more comfortably than any man in
dl past history. Few could foresee how the automobile
would disrupt social life. It gave youth a new way of
courtship, the criminal a faster escape from the scene
of the crime, It contributed to urban sprawl- and to
the pollution of the air we breathe.

Census Dureau predictions call for an additional 50
million Americans by the year 2000. This means addi-
tional housing and services.

4



Limits are predicted for industrial expansion anki s.ngle
family housing, while apartment living will flour-In in
cities and close-in suburbs. Public transit will inciase
sharply; two-car families will become rare. There is
presently a trend toward smaller homes. "ewer appli-
ances and simpler clothing by consumers.

The effects of science and technology will be glond,
with the thrust coming chiefly from the United States
in such areas as computerization, lasers, atomic 21.2rgy,
and satellite communications.

'The laser will mak an impact on the medical profcs-
si,In soon. The removal of tonsils, for example, could
become a routine, outpatient pre..edure. The laser beam
c an cut out the tonsil and cauterize the bleeding wound
all in one quick burst. It has also been used successfully
1.)11 a number of other bloodless surgical procedures in-
cluding removal of malignant tumors and treating
bleeding ulcers. Researchers are also exploring ways
of using the laser in dental applications.

Increased oil prices in America and Europe will spur an
ali-out search for clean, renewable alternatives. As known
and acce&sible oil reserves dwindle, the urgency of alter-
native sources will be stepped up. Solar heating and cool-
ing will call for changes in new home construction.

Increased leisure time will continue, with working hours
meshed with personal interestsfamil,/ excursions,
gardening, concerts, athletic events.

The growth of education beyond the early years of life
is likely to accelerate. People of all ages and economic
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.,.'_roups are likely to be going to eollege full-time or
ime, for a few days or several years, for pleasure

for vt..,:at;ona! UT academic courses. By 1990, ed uca-
tiun will prubibly aceepted ;es "a hfutirne process."

Thi,c ilredictions of future changes are obviously not meant to be
!usive nor are they necessarily the roost significant. They

are siiuply illustrative of differences with which you and 1, and
itic.st importantly, our children, must cope. And since these pre-
dictions are futuristic. '.he educie.ional system can't teach us about

hut can wily teach us hoW to deal with them appropriately
whenever we encounter tthin.

rsing this background. I would like. you to consider withme the Pritention that career education must impart two things
to every ,,dult. First, career education should provide each indi-
vidual those skills required for him or her to take maximum advan-tage of evey occupational and educational opportunity and
seefind, career education so iuld develip in each person a pre-
&hut ion toward continuing to learn thn ughout his her life.
I lay ing impated both the necessary Skil:, ;,nd the necessary
attitudes to the individual, we must then see to it that we, as
a society, and particularly as educators, provide an appropriate
learning environment to those millions ot adults who continue the
quest for knowledge. Let me emphasize ;kr) earlier comment aschool building is not always an appropriate karning env iron-
ment certainly not the sok one!

In 'his bicentennial year we find ourselves engaged n agreat deal ef introspection. What we find both thri:Is and dis-
turk us. The idea is perhaps best illustrated by a bicentennial
bumper stkker 1 saw recently. That sticker did two things.First, it undoubtedly set every grammar teacher's teeth on

6
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edge, and second, it captured the honesty, the optimism, the
pioneer spirit of this country. It showed our prAe in what we
have and, at the same time, our willingness to constantly strive
to improve it. The sticker said, simply and ungrammatically,
"Anwrica it aet perfect, but we ain't done yet!" A.s an edu-
cator. I'm compelled to change the language slightly but, at the
sam time, I'd like to capture the flavor of that bumper sticker
as it relates to American education. Therefore, may I suggest
this paraphrased thought: "American educationit isn't perfect,
but we're not finished yet!" As we try to perfect the system, as
we rush headlong into our third century, I ask you to consider
lifelong learning as one absolutely necessary ingredient.

SO. I would ask you. again within the context of career edu-
cation. to consider an education movement that we in the United
States seem to be becoming aware of much later than planners
in other countries. That movement is, of course. lifelong educa-
tion or lifelong learning. One of the best descriptions of lifelong
learning that I've seen can be found in an Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development document entitled
Recurrent Education: ,4 Strategy for Lifelong Learning. The
OECD document puts it this way:

'Fbe corit..ept of recurrent education .. . expounds the
relationship between learning and "education" by
putting it in the perspective of the necessity for a
lifelong process of assimilation of new knowledge and
experience at the service of a continuous openness to
new situations and of enhancing people's ability to
take destiny into their own hands . .. The view is
put forward that, because of the complexity of
modern society, due in great part to technological
development, the need for opportunities to alternate

1 3



incidental and informal lifelong learning with more
organized and intentional educational opportunities
is rapidly increasing.4

The United States has never opposed adult learning; indeed we'veencouraged it in many ways. One needs to point only to such
programs as college extension courses, the agricultural extension
service, off-campus continuing education programs, night school,
as well as certain federal programs, such as adult basic education,
designed to serve predetermined groups of people. And millions
of adults take advantage of these programs and opportunities
every year.

Exact figures for adult enrollments are difficult to obtain
because reporters of enrollments use widely differing criteria for
including a program or a certain age group. There an2 data avail-
able, however. The National Center for Education Statistics,'
for example, projects that in 1975 approximately 18 million
people or 13.3r% of those eligible to participate will have partici-
pated in adult education. The 1973 Carnegie Commission report,6Toward a Lt-arning Society, estimated that, as early as 1970, about57 million people were enrolled in higher and other post-secondaryeducation. That figure includes enrollments in short-term, non-formal educational programs. Even using the Carnegie Commissionfigure there were an estimated 78 million adult Americans who had
the opportunity to participate in adult learning, but who did notperceive themselves as lifelong learners.

Even though exact data are difficult to obtain, four facts
remain.

1 4



First-large numbers of adults already express dissatisfac-
tion with our three arbitrary stages of life, which assign
educational activities to youth. In addition to the figures
I've quoted let me share with you an example of the
magnitude of non-formal education in this country.

Several years ago the National Center for Educatior.
Statistics reported the findings of a survey of educa-
tion programs in community organizations such as
churches, American Red Cross, civic and cultural groups.
hey found that nearly 70,000 organizations provided
three hours or more of organized instruction to nearly
11 million individuals using about 2 3 of a million staff.
Only 43.000 were paid and over half a million were
volunteers. That's big business! But somehow all of
the incredible energy those activites represented are not
considered "education by policy makers.

Most of the American populations, whatever their age,
class, ethnicity or background, learn outside any of the
educational establishments of their country. Therefore,
policy making and planning for lifelong learning must
com:ider the scope of the population to include all
citizens.

SecondThe vast number of adults who do not participate
in educational activities suggest to us that they have been
conditioned to believe that education is for youth_ That
conditioning of the thought process of adults needn't pre-
vail. It is being overcome in other countries through such
movements as lifelong learning; and can and should be
overcome in the United States. As Wirtz says in the
source previously cited. --For putting life into three
time trapseducation, then work, then obsolescence-

9
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is a human conventilm that became reality because it
first became custom.'"

Thirddvances in technolo:Ty, increased leisure tnne,
improved working conditions, increased income and a
oeat er social conscience on the part of business and
industry all should contribute to easing the individual's

ess to continuing education. An examination of the
participation rate has shown that we have, unfortunately,
taken surprisingly little advantage of those onditions.
Two questions suggest themselves. Why is that so and

hat can we do to correct the situationor must it be
so the future?

If ,ia-tiz All of the adult activities which currently go on
ortd all the educational opportunities which are available
to adults exist without a clearly formulated policy frame-
work. They are excellent as far as they go but, like in-
frrnal education, they are unorganized and often unsys-
tenatic. In short, we have no delivery system for lifelong

is fourth fact, the lack of a policy framework, which
has mot iated some of us in the Bureau of Occupational and Adult
Education, U.S.O.E., to undertake a cooperative effort designed to
ar i ulate a framework for a lifelong education policy for the U.S.

As we've met over the last couple of years to explore this
issue, we raised more riuestions than we've provided answers.
For example, our last two-day conference resulted in our agree-
tnent to finding answers to the following questions:

1. What conceptual framework and definitions for
lifelong learning are needed?

10
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2. What are the public policy concerns in lifelong learning?

3. Can increased opportunities for lifelong learning help
resolve national problems? If so, which problems, to
what extent, how?

4. Should there be more or less governmental (federal or
state) intervention in lifelong learning?

5. Should public policy focus on lifelong learning or on
education and how can the differences between the
two be clarified?

6. What are the best delivery systems for providing life-
i ng learning?

7. What are the best methods of promoting lifelong learn-
ing?

S. What are the appropriate roles for federal, state and
local governments, for educational institutions, for
other educating agencies and for individuals? How
should the assignment of roles be made and how should
conflicts be resolved?

9. What is the audience for lifelong education? What are
their most immediate needs?

10. What is the apnropriate relationship between the self-
directed learning conducted by most adults and the
formal system of education pruiided through institu-
tions?

11. How can opportunities for lifelong learning be financed?

ii
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12. How should the non-educational resources of our
society be involved--business, industry, labor unions,
mass media, voluntary associations, etc.?

13. What is the role, if any, of accreditation, certification,
evaluation?

14. llow shotod the interests of "consumers" and "pro-
viders" be protected?

15. How can the special needs of the disadvantaged and
other minorities be met, particularly if there is a
broadening of access to all groups in society?

16. How can learners generally be more involved in the
development of lifelong learning policies and programs?

17. How can a bet*er integration of work and learning
be achieved?

18. How can the lifelong learning concept help to provide
a better transition from youth to adulthood?

19. What are the barriers to lifelong learning?

That's a long list of unresolved questions. I share it with you
because I want to make it clear that in raisini, the issue of lifelong
learning with you I am prepared only to present the neednot to
offer pat answers or easy solutions. I simply wanted to take the
opportunity, as we consider ways to broaden the scope of the for-
mal, youth-oriented educational endeavors, to ask that we also
heighten our sensitivity to the educational needs of adults who
should become lifelong learners.

12
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Some answers are beginning to emerge, however, Patricia
M. Coolican9 has done important research on what she calls "self.
initiated learning- of adults. From her analysis of several major
studies, including her own works, she has described the character-
istics of the learning ictivities of all American aduhs:

Almost every adult undertakes learning as a consciously
pursued activity. "Learning- is the conscious, sequential
pursuit of a knowledge objective.

'.lost learning activities are initiated for practical reasons
related to knowledge nd skill needs for job, home, family,
or recreation.

The major planner of adult learning is The learner himself.
Self-planned. self-initiated, and self-achieved learning
accounts for approximately ta o-tnirds of the total learn-
ing efforts ot adults.

Group-planned learning activities only account for 10
to 20 percent of the total adult effort in this country.

Learning for credit constitutes only a minor proportion
of the educational undertaking and investment of
American adults.

Most significantly, the adults studied in se -cral of these
major investigations were asked to name their preferred learning
em.ironment. The clear majority 55"; lnamed their homes as
the site most suitable to their needs: the job locale was a distant
second choice I lir 1, and at the low end the spectrum only
3.5'3 name "school- as a "most suitable place- for undertaking
their learning pursuits.

1 9
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Thus, we find ourselvec with a large universe of learners in
t h is country: many of them are the youth, enrolled in formal

houling, but as we move along the age continuum, we find
in reasingly larger numbers of adults who have elected to satisfy
their learning needs in institutional educational settings.

It occurs to me that if I have argued my ease regardiiig the
need for lifelong learning effectively, on an economic as well as
a humanistic base, educators may be experiencing t. o reactions.

-Fhe first reaction, hopefully, is -OK. That's cool! We
need to do that.- The second possible reaction is ''so A hat's
that got to do with me? I'm a third grade teacher interesied in
career education. Why do I have to worry about lifelong
karning?''

As I said earlier, we currently have more cptestions than
answers, so I'm afraid my responses to those reactions will be.
by necessity, a bit vague. There is no vagueness in my be!ief,
however, that e%eryone, whether an elementary teacher, a
junior high. high school or colkge inszructor, or an administra-
tor, has a direct responsibility for the establishment of a lifelong
learning attitude in our

Let me sugt sc.ine of the it is significant for all
educators.

Through their own example and through their classes.
educators need to convince young people that they should
expect to change jobs 5 to 7 times, and occupational fields
once or twice during their life times and, consequently.
they should expert to continue to learn throughout their

14
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Educators should convince students that not only it
appropriate, but recommended that a pel:on h?arn to
appreciate cla.ssical music at the age of 35.

They should learn to understand that anyone who wishes
to do so, should !earn to paint in oils at the age of 50
or learn to understand electronics at age 60.

Administrators will need to establish an atmosphere
with both students and parents which suggests that it
is perfectly appropriate to leave formal education for
a while and return later when it becomes important
to the individual to do so. The learner, as well as non-
learners, must come to understand that there is no magic
about the time one acquires knowledge. The magic
which must be understood is that the individual never
stops trying to acquire that knowledge.

Teachers, administrators a nd learners must accept dif-
ferent learning environments as appropriateincluding
the home.

Young people should learn that, as potential entre-
preneurs, they have a responsibility to assist those who
may work for them in the future as they strive to learn.

These are only a few of the new attitudes that educators
involved in career education can instillindeed must instillto
suppon the lifelong ;earning movement.

An awareness of, interest in. or a commitment to lifelong
learning won't require many behavioral chances for most
teachers. The important factor is an awareness of the need to
instill these attitudes in students, and that can be accomplished

15
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as a natural part of daily teaching activities. And there are
imredibly innovative ways to do itjust as there are innovative
ways to instill career education concepts into the curricula.

It lifelong learning is to become a reality in this country,
thre are critical "musts- educators need to obey. I will men-
tion only a few.

We must abandon for all time the belief that education is
only for the young. Indeed, in terms of cost effectiveness,
it may be most inappropriate when assigned to that age.

We mast learn how to instill in our people a positive,
personal commitment to learning throughout their lives.

We must recommit ourselves, as educators, to satisfying,
the learning needs of individuals (as lifjong learners
ti.iicre they are rather than insisting they respond to the
institutional needs of the system).

We must find ways to harness and take advantage of the
almost immeasurable learnini, which occurs to each of us
lhrough informal education. In my opinion, it need not
remain totally unstructured, unorganized, and unsys-
tematic.

We mast recognize that adults will be motivated to pur-
sue further education for a variety of reasons (occupa-
tional, cultural, soda]) and consequently, we must design
a system which responds to all their motivations.

We mac' redesign our institutions, our businesses, our
industries so that they do not serve as barriers to an
individual's positive personal commitment to the azqui-
sition of lifelong education.

16
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There are surely other imperatives which one could men-
tion. These, however, .Arike me as the most crucial if we are to
accompIish a commitment to lifelong learning.

Toff tern' tells of the 65-year-old man who enrolled in a
course on futures he was teaching. In response to a question of
why was le? there, the old gentleman replied, -I want to die an
educated man.- llow many people do we know who at 65 still
have such a positive attitude toward further education and self-
improvement that they would enroll in a course dealing with
occurrences they'll probably never live to experience? Far too
few I'm afraid.

are:
The cha!lenges to career educators in the next few years

First, to develop in all our young peopk an attitude toward
lifelong learning similar to that held by Toiler's 65-year-
old student. and

Second. to provide each person access to an educational
system designed to allow them to carry out that at:itude
in the mast efficient manner possible.

If those two goals become kind of a nagging desire to most
of you, even if it's almost at the subconscious level, then my pur-
pose has been accomplished.

2 3
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